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About This Game

Perfect Heist is a round-based game, where 2 teams (cops vs robbers) try to execute/prevent the perfect bank heist. Includes an
offline tutorial and an online mode to play with friends and strangers.

A team of robbers is trying to infiltrate a bank, steal as much money as possible and then get away with their helicopter, while
the cops are trying to identify the robbers in a crowd of NPCs and prevent the heist from happening.

Features:

  two different teams (cops and robbers), each with different classes that offer unique abilities

  multiple maps, that can be changed with a map vote

  robbers can choose from a variety of masks, with each one offering different bonus stats

  different, unique weapons like SMGs, shotguns and sniper rifles
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  supports player server hosting as well as dedicated servers

  settings menu that includes full keybinding menu

The robbers have to blend in with a crowd of NPCs to not get shot by cops, while somehow smuggling explosives inside the
bank, stealing money, and then getting away with it. They have a variety of options to pull off the perfect heist, for example,

they can:

 kill NPCs and use their clothing as a disguise

 hack ATMs to get money

 smuggle a bag of explosives inside the bank, and blow up one of the money vaults

 steal money and jewelry

 call in a rescue helicopter and get away with the money

 equip masks, that give away their identity as robbers, but give them bonus stats at the same time

The cops can access security cameras to monitor the bank, and use their unique abilities which include checking IDs, thermal
vision or placing new cameras, to identify the robbers and then overwhelm them in a shoot-off.
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Title: Perfect Heist
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
yeswecamp
Publisher:
yeswecamp
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: 1.5 GHz Dual-Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 500 Series

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian
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This is a good game. Honestly, it is better than some 10 dollar indies I have played. Nice art, challenging but fair. Practice,
Practice, Practice.... Ok, the jokes are cool. The dialogues are funny, the non-sense and reference to humor is present, but...

But the game isn't that moving at all. After a feel minutes, you get bored of the repetition.
Also, Im pretty sure my GPU card can hold the game easily, but... Still have to turn down settings in order to flow better.

Not a well developed game in a matter of video settings. And, yes my drivers are up to date.. Do I like this game? No. Would I
recommend this to someone who likes puzzle games ooooh boy yes. Basically in this game you wrap a statue up with rope to
cover enough space to advance to the next puzzle.. Wow, that was quite a ride. I liked the variance in the riddles, not just 4 digit
combination locks but reading, math, placing and logic puzzles. A lot of different environments, looking outside from the
spaceship was a great view! This one was even longer than the mine, with three different places that you visit and a story that
gets revealed as you go along, if you take the time to read any notes found.. wooooooooooow m8 dats pwetty gud
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The quality is bad, it's hard to understand what and how to do something and train controls aren't good. This game is like from
the past.. From 2010 or something. Maybe I don't understand it but I find it to hard for me.. I will admit I haven put much time
into the game, and for visual novels this early reiew could be an even greater mistake.

The game really doesn't give you goals. You've got this dev sim side of he game which is clunky and sometimes doesn't make
senese. We aren't told how our decision with the modules and systems presented to us will affect the game in the future. The
interface here is farely clunky and will require a lot of clicking. The reward for this work is the games currency, which as of
now can't be channeled into things that make my characters or products "better".

Maybe I'm an impatient reader, but the story as far as I made it was not really engaging. Neither are the characters either, not
that you seem to get the chance to know them. You've got Alex, a redheaded tomboy, Elise the shy one, and Risa, the Shinji of
the group. So far the only choices I've been given seem to have no immediate impact and feel devoid of meaning. Sure, I know
visual and kinetic novels can go forever without choice, but at least ithey don't pretend to give me options.

Arbitrary is how I would define the game. There is freedom with how you "build" games, but it feels meaningless. It's just
guessing, and you can't even see the results until turns later. Results that have no meaning when you have nothing to compare
them to.

If you want a sim play GameDev Tycoon. If you want a visual novel; there are better visual novels, like Clannad or something.

This is the waffle taco where it should have been Filipino food truck fusion.. An enjoyable experience overall

Pretty unique battle and leveling system, although a lot of the battles didn't seem to make the fullest use of all the mechanics.
That said, the endgame and post-game bosses were very fun because they will force you to master the battle and leveling system

Controls can take a while to get used to. Jumping and platforming can be wonky at times. There is one level in particular that
can test your patience

The story surprisingly has some meat to it. The dialogue writing could have been better though, but maybe that's part of the
charm

There is a card game, which is a plus

-------------------------
Overall score: 7.7 \/ 10.4
-------------------------. Hi!
This is the best Civil War game I have played so far, it's almost as good as Total War Shogun and Age of Empires 2 were, when
they were released. There is a feeling of oryginality, of experiencing something that is coming entirely from the minds of the
developers and not at all from the opinions of investors, managers, marketing gurus and rest of the SCUM floating in the game
industry.
Sure, the game had 1 annoying issue with those damn pontoons - it's fixed now.
Rest of the issues is just people complaining because they think that if they read 3 books, 20 articles and 100 posts about
Gettysburg it makes them a specialist about the VERY first major battle of the war.
Graphics - you either like it or you don't - I love it!!! Clear view of the battlefield, lack of unnecessry detail, simple beauty of a
haiku - perfect!!!
There is no multiplayer ( yet - 09.09.2014 ) - I hope they get it done for Christmas :-)
Love it!!!
I really do love it!!!
Good job developers!!!. As far as I can tell, a wholesale dump of the original 2002 release; not a port. Will not properly
recognize contemporary hardware (e.g. controllers). Will not run properly on contemporary operating systems. Had to stare
down an inescapable blank screen for five minutes and reboot my computer just to write this review.. Best free game WW2,
But why i cant use this Medic Pouch i buy this DLC and i cant use it????. SS:SE is a perfect example that Croteam gets it. This
game has options for every gamer! We need more games like this in VR. Full story and every locomotion option possible. Plus it
works everytime on my Rift (no blackscreen like some SteamVR games. Probably the best FTL successor so far.
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Update #10: Coop-Mode and bugfixes!:
After lots of requests, I added the first version of a coop mode, where you can play together with your friends against bots. To
try it out, just host your own game and make sure to enable "Coop Mode". The game will then put all human players of a server
into the same team, and place an equivalent number of bots in the other team. Keep in mind that this is only the first iteration,
so please report any bugs and issues you find to help me improve this game mode.

I also fixed a few other bugs like server log-in issues, and some debug messages being printed when they shouldn't have been.. 
Update #3: Inverted Mouse Sensitivity, Music Volume Slider, and Bugfixes:
Just another small update, that brings inverted mouse support, a music volume slider in the sound settings, and some other
quality of life improvements and bugfixes:

- added inverted mouse support (just set the sensitivity to a negative value)
- you can no longer punch after a round has ended
- added music volume slider to sound settings, that controls the main menu music volume
- cops can no longer activate drills, only deactivate them
- made starting/stopping drilling much more responsive
- in-game UI now shows 8 instead of only 6 players avatar at the top
- other minor bugfixes. Update #14: Fixed issues with spawning at round start:
This update introduces a fix for one of the most annoying issues: Sometimes, players would spawn at the completely wrong
locations after a new round started, usually teleporting back to the correct position after a few seconds, but it still was pretty
game-breaking. Sorry the issue took that long to resolve, but it seems to be an issue with Unreal Engine, not directly related to
the spawn code. If you still experience similar issues, please contact me here or on discord: https://discord.gg/AuaXkam

Have fun!. Update #12: New map and performance improvements!:
This update introduces lots of optimization work, especially for the CPU, so players with weaker processors should hopefully
experience higher frame rates and no stuttering. It also features the fourth map of the game called "Double Bank". It's a big map
that's divided into two sections, a money bank and a jewellery, and will work best with a higher amount of players due to its big
size. It features two vaults, and lots of jewellery and money to steal, as well as hidden weapons and tools for the robbers (or
cops) to find and utilize.

Since this is the first iteration of the new map, everything is subject to change and your feedback would be very appreciated.
Have fun!. Update #5 Headshots and carrying dead bodies:
This update brings bonus damage for headshots, before every hit to an opponent did the same damage, now headshots will do
25% bonus damage to reward skilled players. The damage of all weapons has been adjusted accordingly, meaning all weapons
deal less base damage, but can deal more damage than before with a headshot. This allows for one-shot kills against most classes
with a sniper rifle, for example. There is also a new hitmarker for headshots, which is a little brighter and more opaque than the
normal one.

I also added the ability to carry dead bodies as a robber, allowing them to pick up dead NPCs additionally to just swapping
clothes with them, and then hide them to raise less suspicion. To make it clearer which buttons you have to press to interact with
dead bodies, I added floating text above dead bodies to explain what you can do with them exactly.

There are also some bugfixes and improvements, especially for the bot, in this update. Enjoy!

. Update #9: Support for Spanish, French, German and Russian!:
Along with some bugfixes and minor improvements, this updates introduces the first iteration of support for multiple languages.
The number of languages supported and the quality of the translations will be improved in future updates as well, right now the
game supports English, French, German, Russian and Spanish.

Hopefully, this makes it easier for players that don't speak English well to have fun as well. Have fun!
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